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This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-proceedings of the 11th Asian Computing Science Conference, ASIAN 2006, held in Tokyo, Japan, in December 2006.
The 17 revised full papers and 8 revised short papers presented together with 1 invited paper were carefully selected during two rounds of reviewing and revision from 115 submissions. The papers cover all aspects of theory, practice, applications, and experiences related to secure software and feature new ways to apply theoretical and practical techniques in secure software analysis, design, development, and operation.
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Que's Official Internet Yellow Pages, 2005 EditionQue, 2004
When you have to make a phone call and you don't know the telephone number, what do you pull out? The yellow pages. When you have to look up something on the Internet and you don't know the Website address, what should you pull out? Que's Official Internet Yellow Pages, 2005 Edition. The only Internet directory to incorporate a rating...
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Scala for Java DevelopersPackt Publishing, 2014

	Build reactive, scalable applications and integrate Java code with the power of Scala


	Overview

	
		Learn the syntax interactively to smoothly transition to Scala by reusing your Java code
	
		Leverage the full power of modern web programming by building scalable and reactive applications
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Building Winning Trading Systems with TradeStationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Praise for BUILDING WINNING TRADING SYSTEMS with TradeStation ™

"This book will prove vital to all systematic traders. Pruitt and Hill share a wealth of innovative timing patterns and fully disclosed trading strategies. For TradeStation™ users, there are powerful tutorials on indicator design and system building. The...
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Making & Enjoying Telescopes: 6 Complete Projects & A Stargazer's GuideSterling, 1997
"...follows a logical path through topics of safety, construction, sky coordinates, and, finally, design....Plans for each telescope are illustrated with both line drawings and photographs...procedures are laid out in an easy-to-follow technique...includes a rich gallery of illustrated telescopes that amateurs have built...a welcome addition...
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Learning Three.js: The JavaScript 3D Library for WebGLPackt Publishing, 2013

	Three.js makes creating 3D computer graphics on a web browser a piece of proverbial cake, and this practical tutorial makes it easier still. All you need to know is basic JavaScript and HTML.


	Overview

	
		Create and animate beautiful 3D graphics directly in the browser using JavaScript without the need to...
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The Three Secrets of Wise Decision MakingSingle Reef, 2002
As the world has become more complex and information more abundant, decisions have become more difficult; as the pace of change and the range of choice have increased, decisions have to be made more often. Yet, most of us still make decisions with no more knowledge about decision processes than our ancestors had in a simpler age, hundreds of years...
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